
DIRECT INDEXING

The Next Evolution in Asset Management

Customization—Advisors can create completely customizable 

indexes, or “folios,” filtered for particular tilts toward particular 

industries, stocks (think: concentrated stock), sectors, 

geographies, SRI/ESG preferences, and more. 

Cost effectiveness—Folio offers virtually unlimited commission-

free trading in twice daily windows and one low asset-based fee. 

And, you avoid the fees you would have to pay with mutual funds 

(like 12b-1 fees and sales loads).

Tax efficiency—Up your tax alpha with Folio’s fully integrated tax 

management software. Select from 10 different automated tax 

relief strategies and enjoy access to our patented Tax FootballTM 

to obtain the tax results you want. 

Robust account management—Benefit from seamlessly 

integrated and comprehensive billing and online client 

reporting, including brokerage statements and tax documents. 

Take advantage of online, paperless, single-click proxy voting. 

Synchronize many accounts to a few models. And much more.

Flexibility—Folio gives you the ability to choose any weighting, 

not just market cap weights, for each holding. The technology is 

scalable to any account or business size.

Folio is built for Direct Indexing. 
Our technology allows advisors to build customized direct indexes for clients across 
the asset spectrum.

Unlike ETFs and mutual funds, which are essentially “wrappers” with a predetermined number of prescribed stocks, chosen 

by company analysts, direct indexing allows advisors to build personalized, transparent portfolios for clients based on 

indexes or model portfolios. Folio’s unique and flexible platform delivers direct indexing that gives you the ability to truly 

customize investing for any account size. There are no account minimums and fractional share and dollar-based investing 

allow investor accounts of any size on the platform to participate.

BROKERAGE. CUSTODY. ADVANCED FINANCIAL TECHNOLOGY.

Create your own models 

through our direct indexing 

capabilities and/or

License third party models 

through our Model Manager 
Exchange and/or 

Choose ones of our Ready-to-
Go FoliosTM

By choosing one of these methods, or 
combining two or all three, you can 
customize investments to individual 
client needs while augmenting your 
solutions for your entire client base.

It’s up to you.
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With Folio's flexible 
model management, 

you can:



Are you ready to go?
The technology underlying direct indexing is incredibly com-

plex, but in Folio’s two decades in business, we’ve built the 

foundation for it, to make investing easier for all, from begin-

ner to mass affluent to high-net-worth investors, and those 

who serve them. 

To learn more, visit www.DirectIndexer.com or contact us at 

888.485.3456 to schedule a demo.
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For convenience and expedience, 
choose from any number of our more 
than 160 Ready-to-Go Folios.

Grow Your Business with
Folio Institutional

Automate complex trading and 
operational tasks

Leverage powerful portfolio 
management tools

Improve your tax management 
capabilities

Control costs with commission-free 
window trading

Customize portfolios with values-
based stock screening

Offer alternative investments 
through our turnkey platform

Create a co-branded client portal

Establish your own web-based 
advisory service (full robo or hybrid 
offering)

Leverage our APIs for unique 
offerings
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https://www.directindexer.com
http://folioinstitutional.com

